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Abstract—Multiantenna or MIMO systems offer great potential for increasing the throughput of multihop wireless networks via spatial

reuse and/or spatial multiplexing. This paper characterizes and analyzes the maximum achievable throughput in multihop, MIMO-

equipped, wireless networks under three MIMO protocols, spatial reuse only (SRP), spatial multiplexing only (SMP), and spatial reuse
and multiplexing (SRMP), each of which enhances the throughput, but via a different way of exploiting MIMO’s capabilities. We show

via extensive simulation that as the number of antennas increases, the maximum achievable throughput first rises and then flattens out
asymptotically under SRP, while it increases “almost” linearly under SMP or SRMP. We also evaluate the effects of several network

parameters on this achievable throughput, and show how throughput behaves under these effects.

Index Terms—End-to-end network throughput, MIMO systems, multihop wireless networks.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MULTIANTENNA or MIMO (multiple-input multiple-out-
put) systems have great potential for increasing the

throughput of multihop wireless networks through spatial
spectrum reuse by allowing multiple simultaneous commu-
nications in the same neighborhood and/or through spatial
division multiplexing by achieving high data rates. Therefore,
MIMO systems are considered as a key technological
solution to next-generation wireless networking and com-
munication problems, such as the bandwidth-shortage
problem [1], [2].

From the physical layer’s standpoint, the potential
benefits of MIMO are already well understood and
characterized for the single, point-to-point communication
link [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. How to realize these benefits at
higher layers has also been studied recently [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13]. These studies focused on the development
of MAC protocols for wireless networks that exploit
MIMO to increase the overall network throughput via
spatial reuse [12], [13] and/or spatial multiplexing [9], or
reduce power consumption via beam-forming and inter-
ference suppression [8]. However, how much throughput
MIMO can offer multihop wireless networks has been
studied much less [14]. Yi et al. [14] extended the work in
[15] to wireless networks using directional antennas. The
focus in [14] is, however, on the switched multibeam
technique. Albeit simple, the switched multibeam techni-
que works only in a near line-of-sight environment, and
may increase the capacity only through spatial reuse. In
this paper, we characterize and analyze the maximum

achievable throughput in multihop wireless MIMO net-
works when the adaptive array technique is used. Unlike
the switched multibeam technique, the adaptive array
technique can exploit multiple antennas to increase the
capacity in both line-of-sight and multipath environments
[16] via not only spatial reuse but also spatial multiplexing.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

1. Design and modeling of interference and radio
constraints on multihop wireless MIMO networks
under three MIMO protocols and two interference
avoidance models that we propose.

2. Characterization and analysis of the maximum
achievable throughput in multihop wireless MIMO
networks. Via extensive simulations, we show that
as the number of antennas increases, the maximum
achievable throughput flattens out asymptotically
under spatial reuse only protocol (SRP) and in-
creases “almost” linearly under spatial multiplexing
only protocol (SMP) or spatial reuse and multi-
plexing protocol (SRMP).

3. Evaluation of the effects of several network para-
meters on the achievable network throughput. We
show how the network throughput performance
behaves under the effects of such parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 8
discusses the related work, putting our work in a
comparative perspective. Section 2 overviews MIMO and
illustrates its potential benefits. We model the network
under study and state our objectives in Section 3. Section 5
models the packet-level constraints, while Section 6 for-
mulates the multicommodity flow routing problem.
Throughput characterization and analysis are provided in
Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 9.

2 MIMO LINKS

The term “MIMO link” is used to represent any transmitter-
receiver pair such that 1) the receiver is within the
transmitter’s transmission range, and 2) both the transmit-
ter and receiver are equipped with multiple antennas.
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2.1 Basics of MIMO

Let us consider the MIMO link shown in Fig. 1a, and assume
that the transmitter and the receiver are each equipped with
two antennas. To transmit a signal s!t" over the two-antenna
array, the transmitter sends two weighted copies, u1s!t"
and u2s!t", of the signal, one on each antenna; the vector1

u # $u1 u2%T is referred to as a transmission weight vector. At
the receiver, the two received signals (one on each antenna)
are weighted with a reception weight vector v # $v1 v2%T and
summed to produce r!t". This is illustrated in Fig. 1b. Let H
denote the matrix of channel coefficients between the
transmitter and the receiver. One can then write r!t" #
!uTHv"s!t". By choosing appropriate weight vectors u and
v, one can ensure that the signal r!t" achieves a unit gain
(uTHv # 1) when received by the target receiver, and a zero
gain (uTHv # 0) when received by a nontarget receiver.
Hence, with multiple antennas, a node can successfully
communicate with its target receiver while allowing other
nearby receivers to successfully receive their signals.

Multiple antennas can also be exploited to send multiple-
stream signals. As shown in Fig. 1c, the transmitter can send
two streams, s1!t" and s2!t", each weighted over both
antennas using the transmission weight vectors u1 #
$u1;1 u1;2%T and u2 # $u2;1 u2;2%T , respectively. At the receiver,
two separate streams, r1!t" and r2!t", are constructed by
weighting the two received signals (one on each antenna) by
two reception weight vectors v1 # $v1;1 v1;2%T and v2 #
$v2;1 v2;2%T . One can write r1!t"#!uT1Hv1"s1!t"&!uT2Hv1"s2!t"
and r2!t" # !uT1Hv2"s1!t" & !uT2Hv2"s2!t". With an appropri-
ate choice of all theweight vectors and under the assumption
that H is a full-ranked matrix [7], one can ensure that
uT1Hv1 # 1 and uT2Hv1 # 0 to correctly construct r1!t", and
uT1Hv2 # 0 and uT2Hv2 # 1 to correctly construct r2!t".
Hence, multiple antennas can be exploited to increase the
data rates by sending multiple-stream signals.

We will, henceforth, use um;i to denote node m’s !m ' 1
weight vector used to transmit its ith stream of data, where
!m is the number of elements of m’s antenna array. Node m
uses the jth element (um;i;j) of this vector to weigh the
ith transmitted stream on the jth element of the antenna
array. If only one stream of data is being transmitted by m,
the notation um will be used to denote the transmission
weight vector. Also, vm;i will be used to denote node m’s
!m ' 1 reception weight vector used to receive its ith stream
of data. The jth element (vm;i;j) of this vector is used bym to
weigh the ith received stream on the jth element of the
antenna array. If only one stream is being received bym, the
notation vm will then be used instead.

2.2 Benefits of MIMO

To illustrate MIMO benefits, let’s consider the example of a
multihop wireless MIMO network in Fig. 2, which consists
of a set N # f1; 2; 3; 4g of four nodes, and a set L #
f!1; 3"; !2; 4"; !1; 4"g of MIMO links. Suppose each node has
two antennas (!m # 2; 8m 2 N).

2.2.1 Spatial Reuse

Due to multiple antennas, transmitters can null their signals
at undesired nearby receivers (i.e., prevent their signals
from reaching undesired nearby receivers) while ensuring
acceptable signal gains at their desired receivers. Likewise,
receivers can use their multiple antennas to suppress
interferences caused by undesired nearby transmitters
while successfully receiving their desired signals. For the
purpose of illustration, let’s assume that, at a given time t,
nodes 1 and 2 both decided to transmit signals to nodes 3
and 4, respectively. First, note that if nodes are equipped
with single omnidirectional antennas, then node 1’s
transmission will interfere with node 4’s reception, and
hence, node 4 won’t be able to successfully receive the
signal from node 2. Because node 4 has two antennas, its
reception weight vector v4 can be so chosen that the
interference caused by node 1’s transmission may be
suppressed while assuring an acceptable gain of its
intended signal from node 2. These constraints or require-
ments can be written as !uT2H2;4"v4 # 1 and !uT1H1;4"v4 # 0
where u2 # $u2;1 u2;2%T is the transmission weight vector of
node 2 and v4 # $v4;1 v4;2%T is the reception weight vector of
node 4. Knowing H1;4, H2;4, u1, and u2, node 4 can solve the
system of these two equations to determine v(

4 which can
then be used to receive an interference-free signal from
node 2 concurrently with node 1’s transmission signal.
Multiple antennas can thus be exploited to increase spatial
reuse by allowing multiple simultaneous transmissions in
the same vicinity.

2.2.2 Spatial Division Multiplexing

Suppose node 1 does not transmit at time t, then node 4 can
use both antennas to receive two streams of data concur-
rently. To design its reception weight vectors v4;1 #
$v4;1;1 v4;1;2%T and v4;2 # $v4;2;1 v4;2;2%T , we need to solve two
systems of linear equations
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Fig. 1. MIMO processing. (a) A MIMO Link. (b) One-stream signal.
(c) Two-stream signal.

Fig. 2. An illustrative network example.
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!uT2;1H2;4"v4;1 # 1;

!uT2;2H2;4"v4;1 # 0;

(
and

!uT2;1H2;4"v4;2 # 0;

!uT2;2H2;4"v4;2 # 1;

(

where u2;1 # $u2;1;1 u2;1;2%T and u2;2 # $u2;2;1 u2;2;2%T are the
two transmission weight vectors used by node 2 to transmit
its two streams. The solution can then be used by node 4 to
receive two concurrent data streams from node 2. Hence,
multiple antennas can also be used to increase the
transmission rates by exploiting the spatial multiplexing
offered by the antennas. Note that now, node 1 cannot
transmit without causing interference at node 4; spatial
reuse cannot be increased when multiple antennas are used
for spatial multiplexing.

2.3 Practical Considerations

Although this paper focuses on the characterization of the
maximum achievable throughput, and hence, it ignores
irrelevant aspects, such as how and when nodes exchange
channel coefficients, it is worth reviewing some of them for
completeness. Channel estimation is one practical aspect
that is crucial to enable MIMO capabilities. Nodes should be
able to estimate channel coefficients in order to solve the
optimization formulations illustrated earlier. Many channel
estimation techniques [17], [18], [19], [20] have already been
proposed in literature, which can be categorized into two
types: pilot-assisted techniques (e.g., [17], [20]) and blind
techniques (e.g., [18], [19]). For pilot-assisted techniques,
channel coefficients can be estimated by exploiting the
frequency and/or the time correlation of the pilot and data
symbols. Blind estimation techniques, on the other hand,
exploit the statistical properties or the deterministic
information of the transmitted symbol. Nodes can then
use any of these proposed techniques to estimate their
channel coefficients.

In general, maintaining up-to-date knowledge of these
coefficients on a per-packet basis may be very challenging
due to time-varying channel conditions. In this paper,
however, channel conditions need to remain constant only
during a single communication so that nodes can update
their channel coefficients at the beginning of every com-
munication, and assume them to stay unchanged until the
communication is completed. In certain wireless settings
and applications, such as sensor and mesh networks,
channel coefficients usually experience little variability
since these networks are static (nodes do not move) and
are deployed in un-noisy (nonurban) areas.

Nodes also need to exchange channel information as well
as antenna weight vectors among themselves. Protocols,
such as NULLHOC [21] and others, have already been
proposed to enable information exchange among nodes for
sharing the wireless medium. Once it acquires knowledge
of channel information, each node can use a centralized or a
distributed approach to select its transmission and recep-
tion weight vectors. The centralized approach requires
global knowledge of information, i.e., a global center
gathers all necessary information and solves an optimiza-
tion problem to find all weight vectors. This approach,
albeit impractical, provides the optimal solution in terms of
overall network throughput. The distributed approach,
which we adopt in this paper as illustrated in Section 2.4,
requires that each new transmitter be responsible for

avoiding interference with existing flows by adjusting its
transmission weight vectors. That is, a new transmitter first
gathers weight vectors from its neighbors, and then uses
them to determine its transmission vector. This, however,
requires some form of collaboration between the new
transmitter and its immediate neighbors.

2.4 Interference Models: Cooperative versus
Noncooperative

We now propose two models2 that can be used by nodes to
suppress interference and/or null undesired signals so that
the spatial reuse of spectrum may be increased.

Noncooperative interference avoidance model (NiM).
This model requires that 1) transmitters be responsible for
nulling their signals at all nearby interfering receivers prior
to transmitting their signals, and 2) receivers be responsible
for suppressing the interference caused by all nearby
transmitters prior to receiving their desired signals. That
is, before transmitting its signal, a transmitter must ensure
that it has enough antennas to transmit the signal without
causing interference to any of its nearby receivers. Likewise,
prior to receiving signals, a receiver must ensure that it has
enough antennas to be able to suppress the interference
caused by all nearby transmitters while receiving its desired
signals without interference. In the example network of
Fig. 2, under NiM, node 4 must then be able to suppress
node 1’s signal prior to receiving node 2’s signal, and
node 1 must be able to null its signal at node 4 prior to
transmitting a signal to node 3.

Cooperative interference avoidance model (CiM). Note
that it suffices for node 4 to suppress node 1’s signal, or
for node 1 to null its signal at node 4 to have two
successful transmissions. Unlike NiM, CiM requires that
either the transmitter or the receiver (not necessarily both)
be responsible for interference avoidance. Referring to the
example of Fig. 2 again, nodes 1 and 4 must then
coordinate to design their vectors such that

uT1 !H1;3v3" # 1 !ensured by node 1";
uT1H1;4v4 # 0 !ensured by either node 1 or node 4";
!uT2H2;4"v4 # 1 !ensured by node 4":

8
<

:

Clearly, CiM provides higher spatial reuse of multiple
antennas than NiM. This will be justified later.

2.5 Interference Models: Limitations and
Implications

Deriving interference models for multihop settings that
account for signal propagation decays is known to be a very
complex, challenging problem. For analytic tractability,
researchers, when addressing high-layer related issues,
often use the 0-1 interference model where signals are
assumed to cause interference only when they are received
within a distance threshold or a transmission range. In this
interference model, the amount of interference does not
depend on the distances from the interfering sources.
Clearly, this model cannot reflect, nor capture all dynamics
of real wireless environments. In a real environment, the
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amount of interference depends on signals’ strengths,
which in turn depend on distances from the sources of
interfering signals, and hence, so does MIMO’s ability to
suppress interference. Although such a model may not be
accurate enough to be used for studying physical-layer
performances of point-to-point, MIMO links, it can be used
as an abstraction for studying high-layer performances. The
0-1 model can still provide useful insights and character-
ization of high-layer network performances, such as
providing upper bounds on the multihop network through-
put. In this work, we use the 0-1 model to characterize each
link with a constant data rate, which can, for example,
signify the link’s average, minimum, or maximum achiev-
able data rate. By setting the transmission range to the
distance that provides the highest data rate, the 0-1 model
can then be used to characterize upper bounds on links’
data rates. In essence, although this model is relatively
simple, it can still provide useful characterization of how
the total throughput behaves in multihop networks, as will
be shown in this paper.

2.6 Effective Degrees of Freedom

Based on the illustrations given in Section 2.2, one can draw
the following conclusion. A node’s degrees of freedom
(DoFs) or number of antennas can be exploited in one of the
following three ways: 1) all DoFs are used to send a
multiple-stream flow of data by exploiting the spatial
division multiplexing of the antenna array; 2) all DoFs are
used to increase the spatial reuse of the spectrum by
allowing multiple concurrent streams in the same vicinity;
and 3) some of DoFs are used to send a multiple-stream
flow while the others are used to allow for concurrent
streams in the same neighborhood. It is important to note
that the level of exploitation of the spatial reuse and/or
multiplexing is, however, contingent on physical limita-
tions, such as nodes’ power availabilities, multipath condi-
tions, channel correlation, and/or channel estimation errors.

Therefore, when a node is equipped with ! antennas, it
does not mean that ! concurrent streams (spatial reuse and/
or multiplexing) can occur within the node’s vicinity;
physical limitations may restrict the number of possible
concurrent streams to be less than !. Let’s consider two
neighbor nodes m and n each equipped with an antenna
array of size !m and !n, respectively, and assume that m
wants to transmit a "-stream data signal to n. Suppose there
are ’ streams currently being received by nodes located
within m’s transmission range, and  streams currently
being transmitted by nodes located within n’s reception
range. Due to physical limitations, the number !’& "" of
possible concurrent streams in m’s vicinity is likely to be
less than the number of its actual antenna elements !m [22].
We will refer to this number #m # !’& "" as effective
transmit degrees of freedom of nodem. For similar reasons, the
number ! & "" of possible concurrent streams in n’s
vicinity is also likely to be less than its total number of
antennas !n [22]. This number $n # ! & "" will be referred
to as effective receive degrees of freedom of node n.

It is important to note that these effective (both transmit
#m and receive $n) DoFs can be viewed as cross-layer
models that capture the effects of the physical limitations,
such as power level, channel correlation, and channel

estimation, on the transmission and reception capabilities of
multiantenna systems. For example, a node equipped with
10 antennas may only be capable of having six or five
concurrent streams within its vicinity due to the correlation
between channel coefficients or due to errors associated
with its channel estimation method. In [23], we derived a
statistical method that allows each node m to determine
both #m and $m given these network’s physical limitations.
In this paper, we assume that these two numbers are known
for each node by using this method.

We will use these numbers to model radio and
interference constraints, which will, in turn, be used to
formulate the end-to-end network throughput problem.
Therefore, the effects of physical limitations on throughput
performance will be accounted for by incorporating these
cross-layers models into throughput formulations as will be
described next.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper, we want to characterize and analyze the
maximum achievable throughput in multihop wireless
networks equipped with MIMO links. We propose and
analyze three different MIMO protocols—spatial reuse only
protocol (SRP), spatial multiplexing only protocol (SMP),
and spatial reuse and multiplexing protocol (SRMP)—all of
which increase network throughput, but each with a
different way of exploiting the multiple antenna benefits.

Spatial reuse only MIMO protocol (SRP): uses all
effective degrees of freedom to increase network through-
put via spatial reuse of the spectrum only. In SRP, the
throughput is then increased by allowing multiple simulta-
neous communication sessions in the same neighborhood.

Spatial multiplexing only MIMO protocol (SMP):
under which all effective degrees of freedom are used to
increase throughput via spatial multiplexing only. Nodes in
SMP can use their multiple antennas to communicate
multiple-stream signals among them. They cannot, how-
ever, use any of their effective degrees of freedom to
increase spatial reuse.

Spatial reuse andmultiplexingMIMOprotocol (SRMP):
is a combination of SRP and SMP in that the effective degrees
of freedom can be used to increase network throughput via
spatial reuse and/or spatial multiplexing, whichever pro-
vides higher throughput.

In this paper, we consider Time Division Multiplexing
Access (TDMA), in which time is divided into slots of an
equal length, denoted by T # f1; 2; . . .g. Characterizing the
achievable throughput under TDMA will then serve as a
characterization of the throughput achievable under other
multiple access methods, such as CDMA and CSMA/CA.

For each MIMO protocol, we formulate the multihop
routing problem as a standard multicommodity flow
instance that consists of a set Q of commodities where each
q 2 Q is characterized with a source-destination pair
s!q"; d!q" of nodes, and a non-negative multihop flow of
rate fq. A multihop flow solution—maximizing the sumP

q2Q fq of all flows’ rates subject to the network constraints
that we will describe and model in next sections—will be
used to represent the achievable throughput under multi-
commodity flow f # !fq"q2Q. By solving many instances, we
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can provide a statistical characterization and analysis of the
maximum achievable throughput in multihop wireless
MIMO networks.

Our main contributions are twofold. First, we character-
ize and analyze the optimal achievable throughput in
multihop wireless networks that are equipped with MIMO
links. We also study the effects of several network
parameters on this throughput. Second, we show how the
thus-obtained results can be used for designing wireless
MIMO networks such as MIMO mesh networks. These
results enable network designers to determine the optimal
parameters of wireless MIMO networks.

4 MODEL

4.1 Signal Propagation Assumptions

Signals in reality decay gradually with distance, and
deriving models and constraint designs that mimic inter-
ference while accounting for such a decay is too difficult to
do, especially in multihop settings. Therefore, we assume a
0-1 model, where signals can cause interference only when
received within a distance threshold or a transmission
range, i.e., signals can either interfere with each other, or not
at all. This model can still be used (and has been used in
many other efforts) as an abstraction for providing upper
bounds on the end-to-end network throughput. Note that
the 0-1 model can be viewed as characterization/association
of a link with a constant data rate (it can, for example,
signify the link’s average, minimum, or maximum achiev-
able data rate), whereas the decaying model can be viewed
as characterization of a link with a variable (e.g., instanta-
neous) data rate. By defining/setting the transmission range
as the distance which provides the highest data rate, the
0-1 model can then be used to characterize upper bounds on
links’ data rates. Since our goal is to characterize upper
bounds on end-to-end throughput of multihop networks,
the 0-1 model can still provide useful characterization of
how the total network throughput behaves.

4.2 Network Model

We model the multihop wireless MIMO network as a
directed graph G # !N;L", referred to as node topology
graph, with a finite nonempty set N of nodes and a finite
set L of MIMO links. L is the set of all ordered pairs !m;n"
of distinct nodes in N such that n is withinm’s transmission
range. If i # !m;n" 2 L, then node m and node n are
referred to as the transmitter t!i" and the receiver r!i" of
link i. A data link i is said to be active if t!i" is currently
transmitting to r!i"; otherwise, i is said to be inactive. For
every m 2 N , let L&

m # fi 2 L : t!i" # mg denote the set of
all links whose transmitter is m;L)

m # fi 2 L : r!i" # mg
denote the set of all links whose receiver is m, and
Lm # L&

m [ L)
m. Fig. 3a shows an example of node topology

graph. We assume that each node m is equipped with an
antenna array of !m elements that it uses to transmit and
receive signals, and we let #m and $m denote node m’s
effective transmit and receive degrees of freedom. For every
i 2 L, let ci denote the maximum number of bits that link i
can support in one second. While ci depends on i (i.e., could
vary from link to link), it is assumed to be time-invariant.

Let C denote the set of all ordered distinct pairs !i; j" 2
L' L such that 1) i and j do not share a node between them
and 2) the transmission on link i interferes with the
reception on link j. Note that if !i; j" 2 C, it does not
necessarily mean that !j; i" 2 C. We now model the multi-
hopwirelessMIMO network as a directed graphH # !L;C",
which we will refer to as a link interference graph. The
graph H corresponding to the node topology graph G given
in Fig. 3a is shown in Fig. 3b for illustration. Given a
link i 2 L, let C&

i # fj 2 L : !i; j" 2 Cg denote the set of all
links whose receivers are interfered by the transmission on i,
and C)

i # fj 2 L : !j; i" 2 Cg denote the set of all links
whose transmitters are interfered by the reception on i.
Referring to the example in Fig. 3b, C&

i3
# fi1; i2g and

C)
i1
# fi3; i4g.

5 CONSTRAINT DESIGN AND MODELING

In this section, we model the packet-level constraints on
multihop wireless MIMO networks, described in Section 4.
For every !i; t" 2 L' T , we define the binary variable yti to
be 1 if link i is active during time slot t, and 0 otherwise.
We now consider each of the three MIMO protocols: SRP,
SMP, and SRMP.

5.1 Spatial Reuse Only MIMO Protocol (SRP)

5.1.1 Radio Constraints
Due to radio limitations, we assume that a node can either
transmit or receive, but not both, at a time slot. Also, since
SRP exploits all degrees of freedom (DoFs) to increase
spatial reuse, a node can use at most one DoF to transmit or
receive one stream while the other DoFs can be used to
allow for multiple concurrent streams in same vicinities.
Hence, one can write

X

i2Lm
yti * 1; 8m 2 N; 8t 2 T: !1"

5.1.2 Interference Constraints
Next, we describe the interference constraints under both
the NiM and the CiM, as defined in Section 2.4.

Interference constraints under NiM. Recall that under
NiM, receivers must be responsible for suppressing signals
from interfering transmitters. Hence, any receiver must
have enough effective receive degrees of freedom that
enable it to combat nearby transmitters’ interference prior to
receiving a signal at any time slot. That is, 8i 2 L and 8t 2 T ,

!
!) $r!i" & 1

"
yti &

X

j2C)
i

ytj * !; !2"
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where ! is an integer larger than the maximum number of
active links at any given time slot. Let ! # jLj. If yti # 1 (i.e.,
i is active at time slot t), then the above constraints ensure
that the total number of active links, interfering with the
reception on link i, does not exceed what node r!i"’s
effective receive degrees of freedom can handle; otherwise
(if yti # 0), the constraints are relaxed since i is not active,
and, hence, no interference needs to be suppressed.

Likewise, transmitters under NiM must also be respon-
sible for nulling their signals at all nearby receivers. That is,
prior to transmission at any time slot, a transmittermust have
enough effective transmit degrees of freedom so that it can
prevent its signal from causing interference to any nearby
receivers. Hence, we can write, for all i 2 L and all t 2 T ,

!
!) #t!i" & 1

"
yti &

X

j2C&
i

ytj * !: !3"

Again, the above constraints ensure that the maximum
number of active links interfering with the transmission on
link i does not exceed what node t!i" can null, i.e., no
more than #t!i" can be concurrently active at time slot t
when i is active. If, however, t!i" is not transmitting (i.e.,
yti # 0), then the constraints are relaxed as expressed by
the inequality via !.

Interference constraints under CiM. Under CiM, for
every pair !i; j" 2 C, one of the following two conditions
must hold: the transmitter of i must null its signal at the
receiver of j or the receiver of j must suppress the
interference from the transmission on link i. Note that one
(and only one) of the above two conditions needs to hold for a
successful transmission on i while still receiving an inter-
ference-free signal on j. To express this set of constraints, we
need to introduce two new binary variables. For every t 2 T
and, for every !i; j" 2 C, we define binary variables

%tij #
1; if i and j are both active at t; and t!i"

nulls its signal at r!j";
0; otherwise;

8
<

:

and binary variables

&tij #
1; if i and j are both active at t; and r!j"

suppresses the interference from t!i";
0; otherwise:

8
<

:

The interference constraints to SRP under CiM can then be
expressed as follows: For all !i; j" 2 C and all t 2 T ,

1&
X

l2C&
i

%til * #t!i";

1&
X

l2C)
j

&tlj * $r!j";

yti & ytj * %tij & &tij & 1:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

!4"

It is important to note that when the number of antennas
equals 1 (!m # 1; 8m 2 N), the interference constraints
under NiM ((2) and (3)) are equivalent to those under CiM
(4). This claim can easily be proven; it will also be justified in
the evaluation section via simulations (Section 7.3).

5.2 Spatial Multiplexing Only MIMO Protocol (SMP)

This section describes and models the packet-level (radio
and interference) constraints under SMP.

5.2.1 Radio Constraints
Recall that SMP exploits all DoFs to increase data rates/
throughput by allowing transmitter-receiver pairs to com-
municate multiple-stream signals over their links, i.e., each
transmitter-receiver pair, !t!i"; r!i"", can communicate more
than one stream over link i. Let zti represent the number of
streams that are active on link i at time slot t. Because the
maximum number of streams communicated on link imust
not exceed the effective transmit degrees of freedom of t!i"
nor the effective receive degrees of freedom of r!i",

zti * #t!i"y
t
i and zti * $r!i"y

t
i; !5"

must hold 8i 2 L and 8t 2 T . Like in SRP, in SMP, a node
can either transmit or receive at any given time slot, and can
at most be active on one link. Hence, the constraints in (1)
must also hold under SMP, i.e.,

X

i2Lm
yti * 1; 8m 2 N; 8t 2 T: !6"

5.2.2 Interference Constraints
Recall that all DoFs in SMP are used for spatial multi-
plexing, i.e., none of them are exploited to increase spatial
reuse. Therefore, NiM and CiM are equivalent under SMP,
and so are the interference constraints. These constraints
can be written as

yti & ytj * 1; 8!i; j" 2 C; 8t 2 T: !7"

5.3 Spatial Reuse and Multiplexing MIMO Protocol
(SRMP)

We now describe and model the packet-level constraints
under SRMP. Note that the radio constraint under SRMP is
equivalent to those under SMP as described in Section 5.2.1.
The interference constraints, however, are different from
those under SRP or SMP.

Interference constraints under NiM. Under NiM, re-
ceivers are responsible for suppressing signals from inter-
fering transmitters, i.e., for all i 2 L and all t 2 T ,

!
!) $r!i"

"
yti &

X

j2C)
i [L)

r!i"

ztj * !; !8"

and transmitters are responsible for nulling their signals at
all nearby receivers, i.e., for all i 2 L and all t 2 T ,

!
!) #t!i"

"
yti &

X

j2C&
i [L

&
t!i"

ztj * !; !9"

where ! is an integer greater than the number of possible
concurrent streams. Let ! # jLj'maxm2N!m.

Interference constraints under CiM. For every !i; j" 2 C

and for every t 2 T , we introduce two integer variables,

'tij and #tij. '
t
ij represents the number of DoFs assigned by

t!i" to null its signal at r!j", provided both i and j are active,

i.e., r!j" can have up to 'tij interference-free streams. #tij
represents the number of DoFs assigned by r!j" to suppress

interference coming from t!i", provided both i and j are
active, i.e., #tij streams can be sent by t!i" without causing

interference at r!j". The constraints under CiM can then be

written as follows: For all !i; j" 2 C and all t 2 T ,
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X

l2L&
t!i"

ztl &
X

l2C&
i

'til * #t!i";

X

l2L)
r!j"

ztl &
X

l2C)
j

#tlj * $r!j";

zti * #tij & #t!i"!1) yti";
ztj * 'tij & $r!j"!1) ytj":

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

!10"

5.4 Observations

There are two points worth mentioning regarding the above
design constraints. First, they all constrain the feasibility of
data transmissions on a packet-by-packet basis. That is, at
every time slot, packet-level conditions must all be met in
order for packet transmissions to be successful during that
time slot; these constraints can then be seen as conditions
under which the instantaneous link rates are feasible. Second,
they all are necessary conditions, but not sufficient for the
feasibility of packet transmissions. That is, if, at a given time
slot t, someor all of these constraints arenotmet, then someor
all of the packets transmitted at time t will be unsuccessful,
whereas meeting all of these constraints does not guarantee
successful transmissions of all packets.

6 MAXIMUM MULTICOMMODITY FLOW

6.1 LP Relaxations: Flow-Level Design
There are two subtle issues with the packet-level constraints
described in Section 5. First, they are expressed in integer
variables. Hence, the multicommodity flow formulation
described in Section 3 cannot be solved by the standard
linear programming. Second, they are instantaneous, i.e., at
every time slot, there is a set of constraints that must be met.
This will increase the size of the optimization problem in
terms of the number of constraints as well as variables.

We want to provide LP relaxations of these constraints to
address the above two issues. As it will become clear
shortly, the relaxed constraints can be seen as necessary
conditions on the feasibility of average link rates. Note that,
by definition, LP relaxations result in widening the
feasibility space; that is, the solutions obtained under the
average-rate (relaxed) constraints may be infeasible under
the instantaneous-rate constraints. However, since we aim
to characterize the maximum achievable throughput, these
relaxations will only make the maximum less tight. Clearly,
there is a tradeoff between the quality of solutions and the
size/complexity of problems. To keep the problem simple
while drawing useful conclusions, we choose to work with
the relaxed constraints instead of the packet-level ones.
Next, we provide LP relaxations to the packet-level
constraints described in the previous section.

Let us consider a set of time slots S + T of cardinality ( ,
and for all i 2 L, define yi to be 1

(

P
t2S y

t
i. For every

!i; j" 2 C, let %ij # 1
(

P
t2S %tij and &ij # 1

(

P
t2S &tij. Note that

yi represents the fraction of time in S during which link i is
active; %ij represents the fraction of time in S during which
links i and j are both active and t!i" is nulling its signal at
r!j"; and &ij represents the fraction of time in S during
which links i and j are both active and r!j" is suppressing
the interference caused by t!i"’s signal.

For every i 2 L, we also define the continuous variables
zi as 1

(

P
t2S z

t
i, and for all !i; j" 2 C, let 'ij # 1

(

P
t2S 'tij and

#ij # 1
(

P
t2S #

t
ij. Suppose that i; j 2 L are both active during

S. Here, zi represents the average number of streams that
are active on link i during S; 'ij represents the average
number of effective transmit degrees of freedom that t!i"
allocates to null its signal at r!j"; and #ij represents the
average number of effective receive degrees of freedom that
r!j" allocates to suppress the interference coming from t!i".
Recall that all these continuous variables are averages over
the length of the time slot set S. Hence, the longer the S is,
the more accurate these averages are. We assume that S is
long enough for these variables to reflect accurate averages.

By using these continuous variables, one can provide LP
relaxations to the packet-level constraints described in
Section 5. For example, by summing both sides of (1) over
S and interchanging summations between i and t, one can
obtain

P
i2Lm yi * 1; 8m 2 N . Likewise, one can obtain LP

relaxations of all the packet-level (or instantaneous) con-
straints described in Section 5. For convenience, we
summarize all the obtained LP relaxation constraints in
Table 1 (under SRP), Table 2 (under SMP), and Table 3
(under SRMP).

6.2 LP Formulation

Let’s consider a multihop wireless MIMO network routing
instance that consists of a set Q of commodities, and let xqi
denote link i’s data rate that belongs to commodity q. Note
that the flow-balance constraints,

X

j2L&
t!i"

xqj #
fq; if t!i" # s!q";X

j2L)
t!i"

xqj; Otherwise;

8
<

: !11"

must be satisfied for all q 2 Q and all i 2 L. By letting

1

ci

X

q2Q
xqi #

yi; if under SRP;
zi; if under SMP or SRMP;

#
!12"

for all i 2 L, the multihop wireless MIMO network routing
problem can be formulated as a standard LP whose
objective is to maximize

P
q2Q fq subject to the flow-balance
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constraints given in (11) and (12), and the radio and
interference constraints given in Table 1 (under SRP),
Table 2 (under SMP), or Table 3 (under SRMP).

7 THROUGHPUT CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we use extensive simulations to characterize
and analyze the end-to-end throughput that multihop
wireless MIMO networks can achieve under the three
MIMO protocols (SRP, SMP, and SRMP), and for the two
interference avoidance models (NiM and CiM). We
generate random multihop wireless MIMO networks, each
consisting of N nodes. We set the medium’s capacity,
defined to be the maximum number of bits that a node
with one antenna can transmit in 1 second, to unity
(ci # 1; 8i 2 L), and assume that all nodes are equipped
with the same number of antennas (!m # !; 8m 2 N).
Nodes are uniformly distributed in a 100 m' 100 m square
where two nodes are considered neighbors if the distance
between them does not exceed TxRange meters. For each
random network, Q source-destination pairs are randomly
generated to form Q end-to-end multihop commodity
flows. Each LP formulation (SRP/NiM, SRP/CiM, SMP/
NiM, SMP/CiM, SRMP/NiM, and SRMP/CiM), defined in
Section 6, is solved for each network to find the maximum
achievable throughput. All simulations are run until the
measured throughput converges to within 5 percent of real
values at a 98 percent confidence level.

7.1 Evaluation Parameters

In this work, we study the effects of the following
network parameters on the maximum achievable network
throughput.

1. Transmission range (TxRange): Recall that the higher
the transmission range, the greater the interference,
but also the higher the node degree. Typically, a
higher interference results in less throughput, while
a higher node degree yields more throughput. Here,
we want to see if this trend holds even when nodes
are equipped with MIMO links, and if so, to what

extent it does. In this study, we fix N to 50 and Q to
25, and vary TxRange from 16 to 32 m.

2. Node density (NodeDensity): Like the transmission
range case, the higher the node density, the greater
the node degree, and hence, the higher the through-
put (provided other network parameters are kept the
same). Unlike the transmission range case, increas-
ing the node density while keeping the same number
of commodities does not, however, raise interference
levels. In this study, we want to see how sensitive
throughput is to node density when MIMO sizes are
varied. Here, we fix TxRange to 30 m and Q to 10, and
vary NodeDensity from 0.2 percent to 0.5 percent (by
varying N from 20 to 50).

3. Multihop length (HopLength): So far, Q source-destina-
tion pairs are generated randomly, and hence, so are
their hop lengths (average hop length varied
between 2.74 for TxRange # 32 m and 8.27 for
TxRange # 16 m). Here, we study the effect of hop
length on the achievable throughput. In order to
mask the effects of other network parameters, we
consider a mesh network of N # 50 nodes where
each node has exactly four neighbors. In all simula-
tion runs, we set the number Q of commodity flows
to 25. We consider five different hop lengths: 1, 3, 5,
7, and 9 hops. For each HopLength, we generate and
simulate random sets, each of Q flows whose lengths
are all HopLength hops.

The maximum achievable throughput, shown in each
graph presented in this section, signifies the per-commodity
flow throughput calculated as the average end-to-end
throughput over all the Q commodity flows.

7.2 Throughput Characterization and Analysis
under NiM

We first study and analyze the network throughput
behavior under NiM for each of the three MIMO protocols:
SRP, SMP, and SRMP. Then, in Section 7.3, we study this
same behavior under CiM, and compare it with that
observed under NiM.

7.2.1 Study of SRP

Fig. 4 shows the effect of transmission range (a and d), node
density (b and e), and hop length (c and f) on the achievable
throughput under SRP.

1. The asymptotic bound: Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c show that
regardless of transmission range, node density, and/
or hop length, as the number of antennas increases,
the maximum achievable throughput first rises and
then flattens out asymptotically. This can be ex-
plained as follows: Recall that multiple antennas
increase spatial reuse by allowing multiple simulta-
neous communication sessions in the same vicinity,
i.e., nodes can, for example, use their antennas to
suppress the undesired signals sent by nearby
transmitters, allowing them to receive interference-
free signals concurrently with nearby transmitted
signals. Therefore, one may conclude that the more
antennas a node has, the more nearby transmitters’
signals it can suppress, and hence, the higher
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throughput the network can achieve. Because, in a
given network, each node (e.g., receiver) has a fixed
number of interfering nodes (e.g., nearby transmit-
ters), increasing the size of the antenna array beyond
that fixed number of interfering nodes cannot
increase the network throughput any further since
spatial reuse can no longer be increased even if more
antennas are added. This is why we see an
asymptotic bound on the achievable throughput
under SRP.

2. Effect of transmission ranges—the interference-path
diversity tradeoff: Fig. 4a shows that for small numbers
of antennas, the higher the transmission range, the
less the achievable throughput. Conversely, when
there are a large number of antennas, the higher the
transmission range, the greater the throughput. Also,
Fig. 4d indicates that as the transmission range
increases, the achievable throughput always de-
creases when each node is equipped with a single
antenna. In contrast, the throughput first increases
and then decreases when each node is equipped with
multiple antennas—for each MIMO size, there exists
a transmission range that maximizes the achievable
throughput. Note that this optimal transmission
range increases as the number of antennas increases.
Recall that in networks with long transmission
ranges, nodes are likely to have more neighbors.
While this provides nodes with higher path diver-
sity, it also provides them with more interference to
combat. Hence, when transmission ranges are long,
interference dominates if nodes are only equipped
with single or small-sized antenna arrays which are
not enough to combat the extra interference caused
by the long ranges of transmission, thereby achieving
less overall throughput. When the number of
antennas is large enough, nodes can, however, take
advantage of the increased number of paths to find

better routes while effectively combating the inter-
ference by using their antennas. In this case, the
throughput will be increased as more concurrent
communication sessions are enabled in the same
vicinity. This explains why for a large number of
antennas, the achievable throughput for long trans-
mission ranges are greater than those for short
transmission ranges.

3. Effect of node density—path diversity at no interference
cost: An increase in node density typically yields
path diversity as it raises the number of possible
end-to-end paths. If the number Q of commodity
flows is kept the same as in our case, such an
increase in node density does not incur extra
interference. When the number of antennas is small
(one or two, see Fig. 4b), path diversity cannot be
exploited to increase network throughput. This is
because even when presented with more paths to
route through, nodes do not have enough antennas
to suppress interference at each of those neighboring
nodes involved in their multipath routes. This is
why the throughput achievable under small anten-
nas sizes does not depend on node density as shown
in Fig. 4b. When the number of antennas is large, the
throughput achievable in dense networks is, how-
ever, greater than that in sparse networks due to the
multipath nature arising from higher node degrees;
nodes can use their antennas to suppress inter-
ference at the nearby nodes involved in multipath
routes while still exploiting path diversity to
increase throughput.

For each multiple antenna case, Fig. 4e shows that
there exists a node density beyond which the
achievable network throughput can no longer
increase. In other words, for a given set of
commodity flows, there is a certain node density
threshold beyond which network throughput cannot
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be increased even if nodes are provided with more
paths to route through.

4. Effect of hop length: Figs. 4c and 4f indicate that
irrespective of the number of antennas, the larger the
hop length of end-to-end flows, the less overall
network throughput. This is because multihop flows
with high multiplicity tend to create greater conten-
tion for, and hence more interference in, the wireless
medium than those with small hop multiplicity. That
is, the longer the multihop paths, the more flows a
node is likely to forward traffic for, and hence, the
more contention and interference nodes are likely to
deal with.

7.2.2 Study of SMP

Fig. 5 shows the effect of transmission range (a and d), node
density (b and e), and hop length (c and f) on the maximum
achievable throughput under SMP. These figures indicate
that regardless of transmission range, node density, and/or
hop length, the maximum achievable throughput increases
almost linearly as a function of the number of antennas.
Unlike SRP, under SMP, the number of signals’ streams is
proportional to the number of antennas, and hence, so is the
overall network throughput, thus making a linear increase
in network throughput.

Fig. 5d shows that the achievable throughput decreases as
the transmission range increases, and this holds regardless
of the size of the antenna array. This decline in throughput is
due to the fact that the excess of interference resulting from
the increase in the transmission range cannot be suppressed
under SMP even when nodes are equipped with many
antennas; under SMP, all antennas are exploited to increase
data rates instead of combating interference. Fig. 5e shows
that regardless of the number of antennas, the achievable
throughput also decreases as the hop length increases. This
is because the increase in flows’ number of hops introduces

extra interference that SMP cannot suppress, either. Unlike
the transmission range and hop length cases, throughput
does not depend on node density, given a fixed size of
antenna array. This is simply because an increase in node
density does not incur extra interference.

7.2.3 Study of SRMP

Fig. 6 shows the effect of transmission range (a and d), node
density (b and e), and hop length (c and f) on the maximum
achievable throughput under SRMP. First, note that the
achievable throughput under SRMP increases almost
linearly as a function of the number of antennas for all
combinations of transmission range, node density, and hop
length. Recall that SRMP combines both SRP and SMP in
that it increases network throughput via spatial reuse and/
or spatial multiplexing, whichever provides more overall
throughput. As a result, when antennas can no longer be
exploited to increase throughput via spatial reuse (i.e., when
throughput gained via SRP flattens out), SRMP can still
exploit the antennas to increase network throughput further
by achieving higher data rates via spatial multiplexing.

7.2.4 Design Guidelines
There is an important and useful trend that one can observe
from the results presented in this section: For a given
combination of a MIMO size and a node density, there exists
an optimal transmission range that maximizes the achiev-
able network throughput (see Fig. 4d for SRP, and Fig. 6d for
SRMP). Similarly, for a given combination of a MIMO size
and a transmission range, there is a certain node density
threshold beyond which throughput can no longer be
increased (see Fig. 4e for SRP, and Fig. 6e for SRMP). Fig. 7
shows these optimal transmission ranges (a) and node
densities (b) for several MIMO sizes. Note that both the
optimal transmission range and the optimal node density
increase with the number of antennas. Also, observe that
when the number of antennas is large, these optima are
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higher under SRP than under SRMP. An explanation of this
trend is already provided in Section 7.2.1.

Therefore, this study can provide guidelines for network
designers to determine optimal parameters for wireless
MIMO networks; it can be used to determine optimal
transmission ranges and node densities of wireless MIMO-
equipped networks. MIMO-equipped mesh networks are an
example where this study can be very useful. For instance,
knowing the size of antenna arrays of mesh nodes, a network
designer can use this study to determine the optimal mesh
node density (i.e., optimal number of mesh nodes) and the
optimal transmission range (i.e., optimal transmission
power) that maximize the total network throughput.

7.3 Throughput Characterization and Analysis
under CiM: Noncooperative versus Cooperative
Interference Avoidance

In this section, we study and characterize the optimal
throughput that multihop MIMO networks can achieve
under CiM. Because the behaviors and trends of the
throughput achievable under CiM are found similar to
those achievable under NiM, which we already discussed

and presented in Section 7.2, we focus here on providing a
comparative analysis between CiM and NiM.

Fig. 8 shows the maximum achievable throughput under
NiM and CiM. Note that because NiM and CiM are
equivalent under SMP, we only show the results under
SRP and SRMP. From the figures, we observe that when
nodes are equipped with single antennas, the throughput
achievable under NiM is identical to that achievable under
CiM. As expected and already discussed in Section 5.1, this
means that cooperation does not provide more throughput
when nodes are not equipped with multiple antennas.
Likewise, one can observe that when the number of
antennas is large, the achievable throughput tends to be
the same regardless of whether the nodes cooperate. As
explained earlier, this is because when a node has a large
number of antennas, it can combat interference by itself
even in the absence of cooperation among nodes. It is when
the number of antennas is not large enough to suppress all
interference that cooperation can increase throughput.
When nodes cooperate, redundant interference suppression
can be avoided, thus allowing more concurrent commu-
nications. In this case, CiM provides greater throughput
than NiM. For example, if a transmitter interferes with a
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Fig. 7. Optimal design parameters under SRP and SRMP. (a) Optimal transmission range: nodeDensity # 0:5 percent. (b) Optimal node density:
txRange # 30 m.

Fig. 6. Maximum achievable throughput under SRMP. (a) Effect of transmission range. (b) Effect of node density. (c) Effect of hop length. (d) Effect
of transmission range. (e) Effect of node density. (f) Effect of hop length.
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nearby undesired receiver, then both the transmitter and
the receiver may each end up using one of its antennas to
avoid interference when they do not cooperate. When both
the transmitter and the receiver cooperate as under CiM,
one of them can use one of its antennas to avoid the
interference while the other node can use its antenna to
avoid interference with another interfering node, thereby
increasing the spatial reuse.

7.4 Spatial Reuse versus Spatial Multiplexing

We now compare the performances of SRP and SMP against
each other (SRMP always outperforms the other two).

(Here, we only show the results obtained under NiM since
both NiM and CiM give similar behaviors.) Figs. 9, 10, and
11 show the throughput achievable under all MIMO
protocols for different values of transmission ranges, node
densities, and hop lengths. First, as expected, when nodes
are equipped with single antennas, the achievable through-
put is identical under all protocols, regardless of transmis-
sion ranges, node densities, and/or hop lengths.

Second, when transmission ranges are short (Fig. 9a) or
node densities are low (Fig. 10), SMP achieves higher
network throughput than that achievable under SRP.
However, when transmission ranges or node densities are
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Fig. 10. Effect of node densities on the maximum achievable throughput under all MIMO protocols for TxRange # 30 and Q # 10. (a) NodeDensity #
0:20 percent. (b) NodeDensity # 0:35 percent. (c) NodeDensity # 0:50 percent.

Fig. 8. Noncooperative versus cooperative interference. (a) Effect of transmission range under SRP. (b) Effect of node density under SRP. (c) Effect
of hop length under SRP. (d) Effect of transmission range under SRMP. (e) Effect of node density under SRMP. (f) Effect of hop length under SRMP.
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high, the exact opposite trend is observed. In fact, as the
transmission range and/or the node density increase, the
throughput achievable under SRP increases, whereas that
achievable under SMP decreases. That is, in networks with
high node densities or transmission ranges, most of the
antennas are exploited to increase throughput via spatial
reuse instead of spatial multiplexing. It can then be
concluded that the antennas are first exploited to increase
spatial reuse by suppressing as much interference as
possible, and then the remaining antennas, if any left, are
exploited to increase data rates via spatial multiplexing.

The intuition behind this throughput behavior is as
follows: Recall that when the transmission ranges and/or
node densities are high, nodes’ numbers of neighbors are
likely to be high too. This increases path diversity by
providing more paths for nodes to choose from when
routing their traffic. In these situations, while SMP cannot
exploit path diversity due to the fact that it can only use its
DoFs to increase spatial multiplexing, SRP can take
advantage of the increased number of paths to find better
routes while effectively combating the interference, thus
achieving more throughput. This explains why for a longer
transmission range or a higher node density, the achievable
throughput under SRP is greater than that under SMP.

Hop lengths, on the other hand, do not affect the
performances of SRP and SMP vis-a-vis of each other.
Fig. 11 shows that the throughput achievable under SMP
is higher than that achievable under SRP and remains so
despite the hop length. Note, however, that as the hop
length increases, the throughput achievable under SMP
degrades more significantly than that achievable under
SRP. This is because greater hop lengths (i.e., longer
routes) typically yield more interference, which limits the
throughput obtainable under SMP.

8 RELATED WORK

Due to its capabilities and promises, MIMO has been the
focus of so many researchers for many years. As a result of
this research effort, the limits and capabilities of MIMO in
terms of throughput/capacity gain are now very well
understood [13], [4], [7], [24], [25], [6], [3], [26], [27], [28], but
for the single, point-to-point, communication paradigm.
The study of how much throughput/capacity MIMO can
offer multihop wireless networks is, however, more recent
and still in its infancy [29], [30], [31]. In [29], Yu et al.
introduced a new communication scheme for wireless ad
hoc networks, where each MIMO-equipped node uses
exactly one antenna when it transmits and uses all the

antennas when it receives, and derived an upper bound on
the average capacity that a single cell can achieve. In this
new paradigm, a receiver uses its antennas to receive and
decode multiple data streams from multiple different
senders simultaneously. Jaafar et al. [30] investigated the
per-node capacity in wireless mesh MIMO networks by
studying the effect of the number of antennas that a node
uses to transmit. The study, however, considers and
evaluates the maximal achievable throughput in a chain-
like topology. The work in [31] used a similar, LP-based
method to also study throughput in multihop MIMO
networks. It does not, however, account for cross-layer
couplings effects, nor does it show how the total throughput
behaves under different network scenarios and parameters.
Unlike [31], our work

1. accounts for cross-layer effects through the modeling
and use of effective degrees of freedom;

2. models and studies two different interference
avoidance approaches;

3. investigates and studies throughput behavior for
three different MIMO protocols; and

4. provides a thorough simulation-based study of end-
to-end throughput behavior under the effect of
several network parameters, such as node density,
transmission range, and MIMO size.

There have also been numerous studies on throughput/
capacity characterization of wireless networks when nodes
are equipped with single antennas [15], [32], [33], [34], [35].
Gupta and Kumar [15] derived the asymptotic capacity of
multihop wireless networks of static nodes, each equipped
with a single omnidirectional antenna. The work in [32]
shows that per-user throughput can increase dramatically
when nodes aremobile rather than fixed by exploiting a form
of multiuser diversity via packet relaying. Several other
studies have also focused on characterizing the capacity in
multichannel wireless networks [33], [34], [35]. The work in
[15] has been extended in [33] to multichannel wireless
networks where nodes, each equipped with multiple
interfaces, cannot have a dedicated interface per channel.
Their results show that the capacity of such networks
depends on the ratio of the number of channels to the
number of interfaces. Alicherry et al. [34] developed a
solution for routing inmultichannel, multi-interface wireless
mesh networks that maximizes the overall throughput of the
network subject to fairness and interference constraints.
Along the same line, the work in [35] provides necessary
conditions for the feasibility of rate vectors in multichannel
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Fig. 11. Effect of hop lengths on the maximum achievable throughput under all MIMO protocols for N # 50 and Q # 25. (a) HopLength # 1.
(b) HopLength # 5. (c) HopLength # 9.
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wireless networks with multiple interfaces, and use them to
find upper bounds on throughput via a fast primal-dual LP
algorithm. In this work, we adapt the LP constraint
relaxation technique from [35] to characterize and analyze
the maximum throughput that multihop wireless networks
can achieve when equipped with MIMO links.

9 SUMMARY and FUTURE WORK

This paper models the interference and radio constraints of
multihop wireless MIMO networks under the three
proposed MIMO protocols, SRP, SMP, and SRMP, and the
two proposed interference avoidance models, NiM and
CiM. An optimal design problem is formulated as a
standard LP whose objective is to maximize the network
throughput subject to these constraints. By solving multiple
instances of the formulated problem, we were able to
characterize and analyze the maximum achievable through-
put in multihop wireless MIMO networks. We study the
effects of several network parameters on the achievable
throughput, and illustrate how these results can be used by
designers to determine the optimal parameters of multihop
wireless MIMO networks.

This work assumes that a transmitter/receiver must
have enough degrees of freedom to null/suppress its
interference entirely before it can successfully send/receive
its signal. In practice, however, a node may still be able to
decode its signal even in the presence of some interference
if the incurred interference does not make the signal to
interference ratio drop below a certain threshold. This
relaxation may improve the network throughput even
further. As a future work, one can evaluate the total
achievable network throughput (we are currently investi-
gating this problem) under such a relaxation.
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